Parish/Entity Conversation — June 16, 2019

What did we hear?

We liked most of the speakers, especially the last one. We do feel our Church does need a paradigm shift, but we need to remember the old customs and explain and incorporate the old with the new. We were alarmed at the facts and figures given out about the falling attendance and no religion at all.

What does it mean for our parish/entity?

We feel we are being given an opportunity to pull our parishes together more. We are going to try new things like reporting to our councils-parish and finance; we are going to have an “open for all four parishes” to attend a wild game dinner, bowling night, and a movie night. As individual parishes in our cluster, we still each do our own activities.

What help do we need?

Our first step will to be to report to our councils. We will let you know how it goes and ask for help as we need it.
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